
PLEASE HELP DENY PROPOSED VEHICLE ACCESS ACROSS THE TRAIL THAT ENDANGERS USERS 
 

The purpose of this memo is to inform readers of an application to create vehicle traffic across 
the Upper Tampa Bay Trail just south of Gunn Highway that clearly puts trail users in serious 
danger of bodily harm or death and creates a serious traffic bottleneck. 
 
The developer is current erecting a 5000 square foot emergency medical facility on an out 
parcel in front of the D1 building (former Circuit City) at the corner of Gunn and Citrus Park 
Lane. We do not oppose the building – it is under construction. What we oppose is allowing an 
additional access that lets a high volume of cars cross right over the trail at a spot where the 
drivers have difficulty even seeing trail users. 
 
Currently the access to the property is on Gunn.  No traffic issues have occurred for 16 years 
using that access. Circuit City was a higher traffic volume use than the current D1 or the new 
medical building, so there is no reason to think the Gunn access would not continue to serve 
the tenants well. 
 
Despite this, the developer seeks approval for an access on the west side of the property onto 
Citrus Park Lane.  At that point the trail has two alternative paths. Trail users can use the 
overpass to go over Gunn or they can use the ground level path.   
 
The aerial below shows the proposed access relative to the trail: 
 

 



 
Many, many people use the ground level path. For older users, children on bicycles, and many 
on roller blades, the incline of the overpass is very difficult or impossible. Other users choose 
the ground level path in order to get a beverage and/or food at McDonalds or Chipotle during 
their trail use. 
 
The request for access proposes narrowing the trail to a sidewalk at the point of crossing.  See 
applicant’s plan and photo below: 

 
Imagine what happens when trail users on a bicycle or roller blades come to this point? People 
heading north and south cannot pass each other and will have to stop and negotiate who 
crosses. And that is the least of the concerns. The major concern is safety, i.e. trail users getting 
hit by cars existing under the overpass. 
 

SAFETY CONCERNS 
 

As cars exit beneath the overpass their view of the trail to the south is blocked by the overpass 
support posts.  The view is below. The support post is behind the palm, so removing the palm 
does not solve the problem.  



 
And we are talking about significant traffic.  A traffic study indicated that in the 5-6 pm rush 
hour, the time when many people come to use the trail after work, 67 cars will exit driving over 
the trail with limited ability to see the oncoming trail users. 

 
APPROVAL SITUATION 

 
Back in 2000 during the original Circuit City PD approval the ground level trail was about to be 
built.  The overpass was planned to be completed a year later.  IMPORTANT: At that time, what 
was envisioned was that once the overpass would be built, the ground level trail would be 
removed.  Later a decision was made to have both ground level and overpass trail routes.  
 
In the 2000 PD application Circuit City asked for temporary access across the ground level trail 
until the overpass was built. The Planning Commission, the Parks & Recreation Department and 
the Greenways Committee, all three, opposed granting access across the trail citing serious risk 
to trail users from vehicle/user conflict. One referred to it as potentially fatal. 
 
In this current application, The Greenways Committee was not even asked to comment.  County 
Staff approved the access. In fact, they approved the access without requiring even the current 
Minor Modification process, which meant there was no public comment opportunity.  It was 
only when construction barriers went up and complaints were made that the staff corrected 
that part of the approval errors and did require the current minor modification process so the 
public could comment.  
 
The first hearing was August 9. At that hearing Chris Daye and Big Cat Rescue opposed the 
access due to the traffic concerns and trail safety. The Commission voted 7-0 to require the 
staff to do a traffic study, but did not address the trail safety issue.  We need the Commission to 
understand that people care about the trail being functional and safe! 
 
You can help by going to: 
https://webappsnet.hillsboroughcounty.org/Forms/BOCC/ContactCommissioners 
 
selecting all of the Commissioners and asking them in your own words to deny Minor Mod 
Application PRS 16-1030 (PD) that would grant vehicle access across the trail because it would 
endanger the trail users and is totally unnecessary for the business. Please do not cut and paste 
the sentence above because then your email will be discounted as a “form” letter.  Use your 
own words and if you have any experience with the trail in that area, please mention it. 
 
Thank you for helping us save this wonderful community amenity! 

https://webappsnet.hillsboroughcounty.org/Forms/BOCC/ContactCommissioners

